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ABSTRACT
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic came with a lot of disruptions which saw so many organisations and institutions shut down. Part of the changes brought about by the pandemic was the closure of educational institutions globally, thereby forcing the migration to emergency remote teaching and learning. Whilst some nations grappled with the challenges associated with this shift in the mode of teaching and learning, others tapped into the opportunities inherent in it. This study located in the interpretive paradigm employed a qualitative case study design that explored lecturers’ reflections on emergency remote teaching and learning at a university in South Africa during the intense stages of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Technology Acceptance Model was employed as a lens to make meaning of how lecturers perceive emergency remote teaching and learning in the science and technology cluster. The sample for the study consisted of nine participants, recruited from Science and Technology cluster, representing Biological/Life Sciences, Natural Sciences, Physical Sciences and Technology Education faculties. The sample was selected through purposive and convenience sampling. Findings from the study revealed both challenges and opportunities for emergency remote teaching and learning. The challenges identified included, lecturers’ lack of readiness, students’ internet-related issues, and inability to execute practical tasks online. The positive aspect included improved skills in the use of ICT and diverse online platforms for both lecturers and students. Based on the findings, the study recommends that students, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds be provided with the necessary ICT infrastructure to ensure their effective participation in online learning.
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INTRODUCTION
Face-to-face learning has been the approach to the delivery of academic programmes in South African Universities since the inception of higher education,1 except for the University of South Africa which is an open and distance education university. This approach to teaching and learning possesses huge advantages as

compared to other means such as online learning. In affirmation, the significance of face-to-face learning is that it provides real-time contact, takes place within a specified contact time, and provides opportunities for prompt feedback to students. Face-to-face learning is an approach that relies mainly on lecturers’ presence in the impartation of knowledge through a lecturer or student-centered approach and involves students’ verbal communication in a classroom environment. However, despite the affordances of the face-to-face approach to teaching and learning, there are prevailing circumstances that impede its efficacy. These include conflicts and crises such as wars, violent students protests and pandemics, such as Coronavirus (COVID-19, hereafter) among others.

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic has massively triggered the transition from face-to-face to online teaching and learning globally. COVID-19 was first reported in the City of Wuhan China in late December 2019. The extent of its spread was such that within five months it crossed borders from Asia to Europe, America and eventually Africa, leading to its declaration by the World Health Organisation (WHO) as a global pandemic. The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic caused serious changes to how people live, work, do their businesses and even school. To circumvent the spread of the virus globally, many nations of the world instituted national lockdowns to promote social/physical distancing. This resulted in the closure of educational institutions, and placed about 1.2 billion students in 183 countries out of school. Although face-to-face learning yields more advantages when compared to online methods as argued by some scholars, in the face of such disruption as caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, this mode of learning was impossible during the intense periods of the pandemic due to the observation of social distancing. The continuous closure of educational institutions meant a drawback for all categories of learners. Therefore, in situations such as this, the use of online remote learning became inevitable and the most sought after to ensure the continuity of schools’ academic calendars. The compulsory transition from face-to-face to emergency remote learning is a bid to comply with the call for social distancing between persons. Although online learning has been practiced in different parts of the world across various institutions, there are still those who are new to it.

In light of the above discussion, this study argues that, despite the challenges associated with online remote learning arising from the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, there are still positive changes brought about by this sudden disruption in higher education globally that may positively impact the effective integration of technologies in teaching and learning by higher educational institutions in developing countries.
like South Africa. Hence, the study seeks to answer the question: *What are lecturers’ reflections on the use of emergency remote teaching and learning at a university in South Africa during COVID-19?*

To answer the research question in the study, a qualitative case study approach was deemed appropriate. The focus of the study centers on lecturers’ reflections on the use of emergency remote teaching and learning (ERTL, hereafter) that involved the use of information and communication technologies (ICT, hereafter) as a mode of instruction. The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) was employed as a framework. The findings of this study are significant to stakeholders within and outside higher education as it contributes to the body of knowledge on the challenges and opportunities in the use of emergency remote teaching and learning during COVID-19.

In the following section, a brief review on the theoretical framework is presented, followed by review of related literature on the subject matter, methodology, findings, discussions and conclusion.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This study uses the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) propounded by Davis. The framework is employed to explore lecturers’ reflections on emergent possibilities of emergency remote teaching and learning in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic at a public university in South Africa. Its suitability for the study is premised on the supposition that the TAM focuses on the use of technology.

TAM, as a framework is based on two important concepts namely perceived ease of use (PEoU) and perceived usefulness (PU). The perceived ease of use as defined is the degree to which an individual believes that the use of a particular system would be effort-free, whilst the perceived usefulness is the degree to which a person believes that using a particular system would enhance his or her job performance. He also notes that the attitude of users towards the use of technology determines adoption or rejection of technology, and this also indirectly is influenced by both PEoU and PU. Accordingly, PU is also driven by system design and features, whilst PEoU is influenced by self-efficacy and effort reduction. The implication is that PEoU is dependent on human characteristics such as human beliefs on their capabilities as being the major determinant in the choice of technology acceptance. That is, the effort invested in the use of a particular technology is not difficult, then, there is a tendency of acceptance.

Studies conducted revealed the relationships that exist between the two concepts of TAM namely PEoU and PU. TAM as adopted in this study is based on its relationship with the variables of the research namely lecturers’ reflections in the use of ERTL. Basically, the study focuses on how lecturers perceive their use of various technologies in the delivery of their respective modules during the COVID-19 pandemic at a public university in South Africa.

Remote Online Learning

Remote online teaching and learning is used to refer to the type of learning that takes place outside the classroom where teachers and students remain connected online and engaged with the content whilst working in the comfort of their homes. Online learning is a subcategory of distance learning, used to refer to web-based training, e-learning, internet/web-based learning, cyberlearning and virtual learning, among others.

---

These terms are sometimes used interchangeably. It has been argued that well-planned online learning is carefully prepared, developed over approximately six to nine months and takes two or three iterations before academics are used to the process and have made the necessary changes. Accordingly, in planning effective online learning, consideration is given to the mode, pacing, student-lecturer ratio, pedagogical choices, synchrony of learning, academic and student roles, assessment roles, and mode of feedback, among others. Some scholars attribute this to useful means in transiting to the 4IR.

However, the modus operandi of ERTL works in contrast to well-planned online learning due to the hasty and rushed shifts surrounding its online activities. Evidence of the application of emergency remote teaching and learning has been pictured during student protests in South Africa, displacement in Syria, Hurricane Katrina in the United States of America, and earthquakes in New Zealand. This approach to ERTL offers a temporary shift in the mode of instructional delivery to an alternative delivery mode because of crisis through the full application of remote teaching solutions for instruction that would have been delivered traditionally or through hybrid courses and will return to the status quo once the crisis is abated. Lecturers in a study on ERTL conducted during student protests at a South African university perceived this approach as an inferior strategy to learning. Some of the reasons attributed to online mode of instruction as an inferior strategy to learning as perceived by lecturers is the creation of a different set of accountability protocols that are less effective than face-to-face, lack of personal engagement, difficulty in conceptualizing teaching and learning through an online mode, issues with the use of online tools and digital divide among others.

Challenges of Remote Teaching and Learning

Online teaching and learning have been characterised by huge challenges. This was ascribed to the many requirements from academics namely, pedagogical and technical support as well as expertise in course development and facilitation skills, in addition to attitude to learning such skills. According to some researchers if the above-mentioned are not in place, then, the aim of online teaching and learning is defeated. Digital inequality remains one of the greatest challenges associated with online learning, especially, the dichotomy that exists between persons with access to online resources as well as digital skills and those without. Evidence from scholars revealed such challenges as lack of infrastructure, inadequate hardware and software, slow internet connectivity, low bandwidth, internet costs, mobile phone subscription instability, and
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student preparedness, among others which impede the effective execution of online learning. According to these researchers, maximizing the benefits of online learning and effective participation in the 4IR is determined by the above-mentioned challenges. 4IR is abbreviation used to refer to the fourth industrial revolution, a period of transformation characterised by massive deployment of technologies and automation of work previously executed by humans. Thus, the implication is that reaping the benefits of online learning as well as participating effectively in the 4IR demands the provision of adequate ICT infrastructure (hardware and software), high speed internet connectivity, reduced data cost, satisfactory staff and students preparedness among others.

Educational Possibilities in Online Teaching and Learning

Despite the challenges associated with online teaching and learning, this approach has proven to be of great benefit to educational institutions in times of crisis resulting from contextual disruptions and pandemics around the world. Arguments have been posited that online teaching and learning, including ERTL could therefore scale down costs brought about by expensive infrastructure, large class sizes and heavy teacher workloads, erase borders and bring people together. Accordingly, innovative online learning platforms such as Moodle, Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Skype, and video conferencing can provide simultaneous interactions and a viable communication environment between students and teachers. It is believed that online learning offers some useful advantages which include the ability for students to learn wherever they are, and at their convenience without restriction, as well as the opportunity to go through an already delivered lesson repeatedly for better understanding.

However, one major problem of e-learning is the relevance of pedagogies. Researchers have made strong claims about the move to online teaching without online pedagogies. The application of traditional pedagogies in online teaching platforms could prove to be ineffective, as online teaching requires a pedagogy for online teaching.


A study that explored the experiences of academics in one of the South African Universities in the use of online learning reported a decline in students’ performance and engagement, whilst in other studies, the online approach enhanced learning because students were exposed to different modes of teaching, which included the use of videos. In another study, it was found that online teaching during the COVID-19 pandemic opened academics up to develop innovative pedagogies using various technological platforms; the flexibility of learning virtually, use of various online tools for an efficient and effective learning environment.

**METHODOLOGY**

The study which is located within the interpretive paradigm employed a qualitative case study design to answer the research questions posed. The study aimed to explore science and technology, lecturers’ reflections on emergency remote teaching and learning as well as emergent possibilities in the use of ERTL at a South African university during the lockdown. The choice of case study design was premised on the fact that it affords the researchers the opportunity for an in-depth study of a single entity. The single entity, as considered in this study are the lecturers from the science and technology cluster at a public university in South Africa. The focus was to explore their experiences and interpretations of emergency remote teaching and learning and the possibilities in the integration of ICTs as a means of instruction during the COVID-19 through their own perception.

The sample for the study consisted of nine participants that were purposively and conveniently recruited from the Science and Technology Cluster. They are a representation of lecturers from the Biological/Life Sciences, Natural Sciences, Physical Sciences and Technology Education. Purposive sampling is a deliberate selection of participants that possess the information required to respond to the questions asked. On the other hand, convenience sampling is the collection of data from those willing to participate in a study and are the most approachable. Considering a strict adherence to the COVID-19 protocol of social distancing, the study opted for a semi-structured questionnaire as a data generation instrument, which was designed on Google forms- an online medium. Some of the questions asked to elicit information included the effect of remote teaching on learning of practical modules, challenges to the learning of modules because of the lockdown due to COVID-19, and the availability of necessary digital tools and infrastructure at their current location to cater for remote learning. Data generated was analysed thematically. The data was read and reread to have a perfect understanding of participants’ experiences. The next step was coding and noting similar categories. This was followed by grouping and naming before reporting. The Study also followed a strict ethical research protocol. Prior to the commencement of the research, ethical clearance was applied for and received from the University Ethics and Research Committee. The aim of the research was explained to participants on the Google form, and their confidentiality was granted. Consequently, all the data was reported anonymously in the format.

---


RESULTS
This section presents the results from lecturers’ reflections on ERTL in a university in South Africa. Two major themes emerged from the findings namely challenges and opportunities in the engagement of ERTL. Sub-themes related to the challenges included lecturers’ lack of readiness and uncertainties associated with ERTL, students’ internet-related issues and the inability to teach modules with practical components online.

Challenges to Emergency Remote Teaching and Learning

Lecturers’ lack of readiness and uncertainties associated with ERTL
Participants in the study were vociferous about the challenges associated with emergency remote teaching and learning. This, they expressed in their various comments:

“Uncertainty and unclear modus operandi when it comes to online teaching, made us realise we are not ready for online teaching as a school.”

This comment indicates a lack of readiness from the participant to engage in the emergency remote teaching and learning. Another participant alleged that:

“...online teaching is different from face to face. For online teaching, there is the need to prepare in advance. The time frame is also a factor. One needs to find interactive ways of making the class interesting for online teaching. The time to prepare for online teaching was also limited.”

Findings from both comments above reveal that lecturers were not prepared to engage in the ERTL due to the time frame. From the first comment, the participant expressed uncertainty due to the lack of a given procedural approach to online delivery, whilst the second respondent complained about the issue related to the limited time for lecturers to prepare for the ERTL.

Students’ Internet-related Challenges
Participants lamented on internet connectivity, data-related issues and training as it ensures students’ participation in online learning. One participant said: Internet connectivity issues mean not all students are on board”. On data and signal issues, another participant added that: It might not be perfect due to data challenges and poor reception of signals”. From both comments, it is evident that internet connectivity, data and signal strength inhibits students’ participation in the ERTL. Another participant articulated:

“The moratorium on working remotely with students on the basis that not all students have access to Moodle and other remote teaching and learning infrastructure has crippled me mentally. I am unsure how to proceed in the prevailing circumstances”.

Inability to Execute Practical Activities Online and the Need for Blended Learning
Participants expressed concern on how impossible it would be to teach the practical aspects of their Modules online and the need for a blended learning approach. A participant pointed out that:

“I can’t develop a range of science process skills online. Regarding practical work, online teaching/learning is more of a minds-on and less of a hands-on activity. You can’t teach and assess manipulative skills online e.g there is no better way of teaching and learning how to make a standardised 2 M nitric acid solution than practically making one in the lab. Managing a traditional classroom is different from managing an online class. It is not possible to develop and monitor active learning remotely”
The comment from the excerpt above revealed the difficulty associated with teaching and assessing modules that involve practical components online. The participant also stressed the possibility to manage and monitor active learning on ERTL. Similarly, another participant who commented expressed doubt on the possibility of teaching subjects that contain practical work. The participant posited:

“I am yet to understand the possibility of teaching practical subjects remotely. Currently, I still believe something has to be done for students to have access to laboratories to perform both hands-on and minds-on aspects of practical activities. This has been a big concern even when we had face-to-face lectures, and we were working on improving the status quo...to the point of initiating a project to check whether this is achieved by our new BEd curriculum. Students have not shown the appreciation of practical activities in their learning, which will or already does impact their teaching methods when they get into schools. The social interactions during instruction also play a very big role...so says social constructivism. Some form of interaction is still very necessary for these kinds of subjects...we definitely cannot go full remote instruction”.

The participant in the comment above further expressed concern on how students have not given much attention to the practical aspects of their module before the advent of the ERTL. According to the participant, there are some levels of social interactions that exists in traditional face-to-face learning that is crucial in students learning and are not possible in an online environment. Hence, the conclusion that remote learning is not feasible, and is suggestive of a blended learning approach because of the practical components involved. The last participant that commented on this, expressed concern about the lack of practical as well as the possibility of conducting assessment remotely. The participant said:

“..... I am concerned about the lack of hands-on followed by minds-on practical activities. With regards to remote assessments, I am concerned on whether the students will really do their work themselves.

Further analysis of the excerpt above reveals that the participant also expresses the uncertainty that clouds students’ assessment regarding the right ownership of the work submitted by the student, which might be termed as academic dishonesty.

Opportunities for Improved Digital Skills and Use of Diverse Online Platforms by Lecturers and Students
Despite the challenges brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, it has created opportunities for lecturers and students to improve on their digital skills knowledge. One of the participants expressed that the ERTL provided exposure to:

“Constantly practicing the effective use of digital skills provided by Zoom, Moodle and other digital platforms like google classroom.”

The implication is that “practice makes man perfect”, and as a result, there would be perfection in the development of digital pedagogical knowledge in the use of these online platforms for teaching and learning. This has been confirmed because the outbreak of the pandemic has also empowered academics to search for improved knowledge in the use of online teaching as pointed out by this participant:

“My digital skills have improved during the last 2 weeks. Lots of learning happening on my side. I do know it is a better version and will hopefully improve with student feedback”.
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Another participant commented:

“I have upskilled myself through online tutorials about online teaching”.

Also, another participant added:

“I learned lots of new tools and refreshed my digital pedagogy knowledge. Should the lesson be set up on Moodle works, it would ensure all students have to engage with the content, something that is difficult to achieve in large classes. After I uploaded my first YouTube video, I was so proud of the pedagogy.”

Another participant submitted:

“It has allowed me to acquire more skills for virtual learning that I wouldn’t have ordinarily given much preference to, I have planned and sorted out my lectures for easy implementation. I have also converted my notes into tools for virtual learning”.

Similarly, another participant who enjoyed the privilege of developing digital skills articulates that:

“Redesigning materials from simple print or presentations to more interactive forms eg. integrating audio and short video with text summaries or introductions. Developing self-assessment quizzes to ensure engagement and learning. Rethinking practical activities to focus on skills that can be developed virtually”.

Another participant added:

“I have prepared the lectures which are simplified for online teaching.

The excerpts above reveal that the ERTL employed due to the COVID-19 pandemic created room for the participants to acquire more skills related to online learning which were not considered necessary prior to this time.

Furthermore, another participant believed the emergency remote learning created room for: “improved technical skills by students; increased use of Moodle by students, anytime learning using recorded lectures”. The implication is the students’ ICT skills improved as well as their usage of the Learning Management System (Moodle). This is suggestive that the digital competency levels of students improved in the use of online learning platforms because they participated in the emergency remote learning.

Also, the ERTL also exposed lecturers to the use of other online applications for teaching and learning such as Moodle (Learning Management System), Zoom and WhatsApp. This is evident in some comments below.

“I am currently using Moodle to communicate with the PGCE students. I have conducted zoom meetings with postgraduate students. I use WhatsApp to communicate with PGCE (Postgraduate Certificate in Education) and other postgraduate students”.

“The majority do not have internet connectivity via computers so we use WhatsApp to reach them. All learning materials are also shared on the specific module WhatsApp groups.”

Another participant articulates that:

“I am delaying formal teaching until logistical issues are addressed. Making resources available for students who have access and want to learn but not setting any time limits or deadlines so that other students are not left behind. Creating WhatsApp groups for ‘smaller’ modules and encouraging students to connect with me this way. Sending pdf files to students via WhatsApp if this is more accessible to them.”
Analyses of the excerpts above reveal that learning resources during emergency remote teaching and learning were disseminated via Moodle, Zoom and WhatsApp platforms. The participant in the first comment articulates the use of Moodle, Zoom and WhatsApp in conducting ERTL with Post Graduate Diploma in Education students. According to the participant in the second excerpt, the choice of WhatsApp as a medium of online learning was premised on lack of internet connectivity on computers, whilst that of the second was based on flexibility so that students could have access to their learning materials anytime.

**Flexibility with Due Dates**

Another critical finding that emerged from the analyses of the data generated is the need for lecturers to be compassionate and caring with students, having understood the challenges associated with the ERTL. One of the participants has this to say:

“I will be flexible with due dates for assignments in case some students do not get the announcements on time due to connectivity issues”.

The other participants expressed concern on a similar issue said that:

“…expectations are different (lowered) in terms of deadlines for completion/submission of assessment tasks, plagiarism and grading. Many students are technically challenged - problems with connecting via Zoom/skype, sending assignments via email, scanning handwritten assignments, using MS word/excel/ppt, completing assessments (e.g quizzes, chats) on moodle. Resistance to online teaching/learning by some students.”

From the analyses of comments from both participants above, it can be gleaned that these lecturers display some levels of compassion and patience with their students knowing the challenges confronting students’ participation in the ERTL.

**Training for Lecturers and Availability of ICT Infrastructure**

Participants in the study remarked that the university provided training on online learning as well as information and communication technology infrastructure to enable them to engage in the ERTL. A participant said:

“Yes the university has provided training for staff and they have provided routers and sim cards for internet connection.”

Another participant narrated that:

*I have access to a laptop and internet connection and thus, should be able to do remote teaching. I am still learning about digital teaching tools and their applications."

Both comments are indicative of the provision of the needed training and ICT infrastructure for lecturers to ensure that they engage effectively in the ERTL.

**DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS**

This section presents the discussions of findings from the themes that emerged in the analyses of data generated. Two broad themes emerged namely, challenges and opportunities to ERTL. Challenges include lecturers’ lack of readiness and uncertainties associated with ERTL, students’ internet-related issues as well as inability to execute practical activities online and the need for blended learning. Whilst the opportunities created by the pandemic cuts across the improved digital skills and use of diverse online platforms by lecturers and students as well as training for lecturers. The other sub-theme that emerged is on lecturers’
flexibility on due dates with students. In the following section, the discussions on challenges are presented, followed by the opportunities, whilst that of flexibility comes at the end.

Lecturers’ Lack of Readiness and Uncertainties Associated with ERTL
Participants in the study expressed concern about the uncertainties associated with ERTL and their lack of readiness to engage in the process. This finding agrees with another study that found that there was very limited time for institutions to provide online materials, technologies, and the necessary pedagogical support for online teaching and learning at the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.³⁵

Students’ Internet-related Issues
The study revealed internet-related challenges such as connectivity and data problems. These findings first, corroborate two other studies that revealed data and internet connectivity as issues related to why students find it difficult to participate in online learning during the lockdown in South Africa because of the COVID-19 pandemic.³⁶

The finding from both participants above confirms the assumption of another participant who raised an issue based on students’ economic background that: “the socio-economic situation in South Africa raises assumptions. For example, the assumption that university students do not have access to the internet at home.” Also, the last finding validates other related results.³⁷ In their finding, it was reported that students’ diversity in terms of socio-economic status is an impediment to swiftly switching to remote learning. According to them, there is a need to consider the peculiarity of the South African context, where such problems as data, internet connectivity and poor network signals constitute a challenge for students from low socio-economic backgrounds. It was propounded that only 24% of the population has access to the internet. Also highlighted as a challenge is the aspect of training.³⁸ The study indicated that students did not receive any training to participate in the emergency remote learning, thus, their participation is hampered. This result is in consonance with another finding which revealed that students missed many tasks, duties, and communications with teachers, which are essential in the educational process activities because of the inability to use some of the online tools.³⁹ Consequently, this will result in a negative attitude towards e-learning, since the students were not trained, which implies that the perceived ease of use is poor.⁴⁰

Inability to Execute Practical Activities Online and the Need for Blended Learning
It was revealed in the study that remote learning cannot cater for all aspects of science and technology modules due to the practical components involved; hence, it is suggestive that the inclusion of a blended learning approach will close the gap created by online learning of courses that have task-oriented activities. This finding is consistent with another result which revealed that there is difficulty in applying online learning

in the study of practical sessions and courses. According to them, there is a limited level of interaction between students in the online course learning environment when compared to a traditional face-to-face class. According to a scholar, the use of digital gadgets seems like an extended arm for students, but there is no replacement for teacher-student interaction; hence to solve the issue related to inclusion, there is a need for a blended approach, which is an integration of face-to-face and online learning experiences. Certainly, blended learning facilitates interaction, improve collaboration and social relationships among learners and between learners and teachers. Also found was an expression of uncertainty in the areas of assessment with respect to students’ ownership of work submitted. This result corroborates a study where academic dishonesty was reported as a challenge associated with online learning. Assessment in online learning is considered a challenge for institutions that operates face-to-face learning, as the control shift towards the students makes it hardly possible to ensure that students are not cheating. In this regard, the adoption of an online approach for the learning of modules with practical components is not considered useful according to TAM, since its usage for the learning of practical modules is not completely possible.

Opportunities for Improved Digital Skills and Use of Diverse Online Platforms by Lecturers and Students

The study found that the ERTL because of the COVID-19 pandemic created room for the participants to acquire more skills related to online learning which were not considered necessary prior to this time. And as a result, there is the development of knowledge on how to plan for virtual learning (technological pedagogical knowledge), which is seen in how both participants converted their learning materials for online-ready delivery resources. According to the second excerpt, the development of learning materials for virtual compatibility is to allow for skills that can be developed virtually. There is no doubt that the outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic came as a disruption to the traditional face-to-face approach to teaching and learning, but it exposed lecturers to new digital pedagogical skills. These findings are consistent with those of other scholars who found that the outbreak of COVID-19 exposed lecturers to diverse digital pedagogies that aided the improvement of their professional practice. According to them, lecturers undergo the process of online learning to embrace new ways of teaching as well as understand remote pedagogies and their benefits for quality teaching and learning. Accordingly, these academics got exposure to online learning platforms which if applied effectively, may stimulate learning. Also, students improved on their online usage. This then will alter their attitude towards the acceptance of ERTL, otherwise, it is not considered usable according to TAM’s PEoU.

From the result of the study, it was also revealed that both lecturers and students were exposed to the use of different online platforms such as Moodle, Zoom and WhatsApp platforms. This finding is consistent with a recent study where it was revealed that diverse online platforms such as Moodle (Learning management system), Zoom and WhatsApp were employed in the delivery of teaching and learning during the COVID-19 pandemic. Accordingly, the application of emergency remote teaching and learning from the analyses of the various comments above prove beneficial to participants. The implication according to TAM is that participants’ attitude in the adoption of online technology, is invariably positive since it improved their competency level due to usage. For students, the process also aided access to learning materials anytime. This finding aligns with another study where it was found that the use of online learning during the pandemic created room for students to learn the use of different e-learning platforms such as Moodle, Zoom and WhatsApp among others. This approach to learning makes it easy for students to access learning resources anytime and anywhere. This confirms the definition of the construct, perceived usefulness of technology, as the participants affirm that the ERTL has exposed both lecturers and students to the improvement and use of diverse virtual platforms in the performance of different educational tasks.

Training for Lecturers and Provision of ICT Infrastructure

It was highlighted in the study that lecturers were trained, and certain ICT infrastructure was provided for them to ensure the effective execution of ERTL. This result highlights a similar finding in a study where it was reported that to ensure academics proceeded effectively with the delivery of their lectures remotely, several sessions of training were carried out. In ensuring effectiveness in the use of online platforms for teaching and learning, there is a need to further develop staff digital pedagogies. As argued by the World Bank, staff need to be supported technically, socially and morally so that they can effectively deliver online classes. Hence, considering the provision of TAM, such training will influence the attitudes of lecturers thereby leading to Ease of Use.

Flexibility with Due Dates

The result from the study also revealed that lecturers were flexible with their students on due dates considering the challenges associated with the ERTL. This finding agrees with Merisi and Pillay whose study also revealed the need for academics to be concerned and care for their students’ participation in online learning. This also resonates with the concept of the caring teaching approach which recognises that ‘teachers’ pedagogical orientations are more ‘moral and emotional’ than technical and methodological.

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic brought several disruptions to economies globally. Many organisations and institutions were shut down as a result of the lockdown imposed to curb the spread of the virus. Higher educational institutions in a bid to circumvent the effect of the lockdown resulting from

---

the COVI-19 pandemic resorted to emergency remote teaching and learning. Although the disruption ushered in some challenges, there seemed to be some inherent educational possibilities. The study located in the interpretive paradigm adopted a case study design, with the Technology Acceptance Model explored lecturers’ reflection on emergency remote teaching and learning at a university in South Africa.

The findings suggest two major themes related to the reflections of lecturers based on the ERTL namely, challenges and opportunities. On the challenges, the study found that the ERTL was inhibited by lack of preparedness by lecturers, inability to teach modules with practical components online, lack of training for students in the use of online tools and platforms, lack and poor internet connectivity as well as data bundle issues. For opportunities, it was highlighted that ERTL has created rooms for improved digital skills in the use of diverse online platforms by lecturers and students, training for lecturers’ as well as the provision of ICT infrastructure, the provision of training and certain ICT infrastructure by the university to ensure the effective implementation of ERTL, exposure to diverse technologies and online platforms which aided the development of e-learning pedagogies. For students, the ERTL exposed them to the use of various online platforms as well, whilst the study pointed out the need for a blended learning approach for modules that involves practical components.

From the findings of the study, it is obvious that the post-COVID-19 period has revealed the inherent challenges associated with ERTL and the possible opportunities to tap from. The peculiarity of the South African context has been brought to the fore, where those from disadvantaged backgrounds tend to suffer challenges in this aspect of learning. Besides, having made several preparations to migrate from contact to online learning, it will be difficult for higher education to completely return fully to face-to-face learning. Therefore, the study recommends the need for the government to collaborate with stakeholders in other sectors, such as civil societies, businesses, policymakers, institutional regulatory bodies, educational professionals and the international community to ensure increased access to digital infrastructure for students, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds. Also, training should be carried out by the university and other concerned stakeholders for lecturers and students in the use of online tools and platforms.
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